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****************************************************************

Part 1

Ghost was the first to fall. Perhaps Prototype knew how dangerous she could be, so she targeted her first.

It was mid-day in downtown Eve City when Prototype, back to her old black bikini costume, hovered down in the middle of traffic, shaking her black hair about. The cars she stopped beeped their horns but she completely ignored them. She focused her telekinetic sense on the area, sensing her target. She was under the street, in the sewer tunnels. No matter.

Prototype lifted off the ground and, focusing her mental strength towards the asphalt, started bending it upwards, cracking it open. The cars stopped beeping and stared with sheer amazement as the lady in black tore the ground open, pulling dirt, rock and even conduits apart and away, digging a hole in the ground. The earth shook around the event, bringing some people to their knees, other falling on their asses. At last, Prototype had exposed enough of the underlying tunnel to fly into it, low, and make her way down the dark passage, completely unaffected by the stench of the place. She called out to her prey.

"I know you're here, Ghost... I can smell you."

In the distance, she saw a lone white figure, clad in darkness, barely illuminated, dashing away and seemingly through the wall. Prototype gave chase, flying fast to reach the area where Ghost had vanished, then sending a large telekinetic wave against the wall structure, tearing it apart, brick by brick.

As an opening was created, energy bursts shot at Prototype through the wall, aimed at her head. The villainess closed her eyes to avoid being blinded, but she didn't need her eyes to see - she could feel everything with her telekinesis. And she felt the weapon, some kind of energy gun, something Ghost must have seized from an enemy during an operation. She pulled at it, forcing Ghost to let go.

The heroine was running again, making her way through the walls - as if that was going to stop Prototype. Still, she needed a new approach, one that didn't require so much focus. Instead of focusing her telekinesis outward, she folded it around herself, transforming it into an impenetrable shield. Then, pushing herself to the strength she needed, she began the pursuit. As quickly as Ghost ran through the walls, Prototype started tearing them down, causing massive carnage in the underground maintenance tunnels of Eve City.

Yet, as Prototype eventually broke into a larger tunnel, she stopped; she sensed Ghost a few metres to her right and she saw her. But then, she heard the sound of the metro wagon behind her, and was instantly flattened against it, as it moved towards its next stop. Ghost, meanwhile, phased herself out and closed her eyes, as the tram and Prototype rolled over her without inflicting any harm. As soon as it had passed, Ghost ran down the way the tram had come.

Prototype was not deterred; she recovered herself even before the tram came to a stop and pulled herself out of the collapsed chassis, a terrified driver on the other side. She ignored him and flew over the wagon, flying fast, past the running Ghost to stand in her way.

Ghost stopped when she saw her pursuer, and she knew she was caught. She had given it her best shot, but she was tired from the running and the constant power use.

"Why?" she simply asked Prototype, no witnesses around.
"It is what I'm programmed to do."
"Yes, the doctor... he programmed you to betray us, Carla."
"I am his to serve."
"I'm sure you are. It's such a shame. You could have been the greatest of us, better than Andromeda even."

Prototype did not answer. Ghost quickly pulled out a gun she carried on her belt and attempted to shoot. In one telekinetic move, Prototype pulled Ghost's arm away from her body, launching the gun far off, and with another, she slammed Ghost against the hard wall of the tunnel, knocking her out completely. She moved to pick her up, her gaze constant.

"Better than Andromeda..." Prototype whispered.

***

"This is bad..." Radio Wave said as she paced about the roof. "This is really bad."
"Is it worse than that time we got captured by the gang and...?" tried to ask Ricochet.
"Yes."
"Ok. How about that other time when Janus' rape-bots...?"
"Definitely."
"Surely, it can't be worse than..."
"It is. The worst!"

It wasn't that Ricochet was trying to make light of the situation, because things did seem to be going against them, but she needed Radio Wave to focus.

"Settle down, Amy!"

She placed both hands on the pupil's shoulders.

"Just because we have no messages from Andromeda or Flechette..."
"... or Silverstreak, or Flare, or Plasma, or Ms Dynamo, or Gem, or Ghost..."
"... or any of the others doesn't meant something's happened. Besides, we have plan B, right?"
"Plan B always sucks," pouted the younger heroine

Ricochet gently patted her friends' cheek.

"Cheer up. Ms Avenger will pull through for us."
"You think so?"
"I know so."

Radio Wave was a little more calm, but being unable to reach any of her allies - and she had a radio frequency in her brain - made her extremely tense. It also gave her quite a headache to try over and over again, so she followed Ricochet's advice and stopped.

The girls had set themselves up on top of the Lincoln building, a central point to look over the city if there ever was one. The city was eerily quiet in this early evening, almost as if it knew something was about to happen, and focused its attention solely on that. Ricochet and Radio Wave were not simply waiting for something to happen : they had a plan, a good one they thought, one that had a good chance of landing them a solid victory. But it all depended on the ability of Ms Avenger to put aside some of her qualms about working together and make magic happen.

They would soon find out. On the adjoining rooftops, coming in from all directions, they arrived on the scene. Ricochet and Radio Wave had never fought them, but they had heard of them. They were nine in all, young women clad in dark leather costumes that resembled bikinis, with high boots and long gloves, and masks that covered the full head except for the mouth and chin. The Girls-Nine, they were called, and they had been terrorizing the city and its heroines for weeks now. Neither heroine was surprised, although they had not known exactly who would show up.

"I'm no good at math..." started saying Radio Wave.
"You're great at math!"
"I am, which makes two of us against the nine of them... I say a tactical retreat is in order."
"You mean running away like little girls? I can live with that."

Radio Wave focused her energies and shifted into wave form, using the transmitter to displace herself to a new location. Ricochet wasn't so lucky - she could only escape on her own two feet.

"Come on, you bunch of girls! I'm gonna give you a run for your money if it's the last thing I do."

When the meteorite's radiation had struck the planet, Ashley Spark's physical abilities, already at the top of their game due to her training as an olympic athlete, had been improved greatly. She was faster, tougher and stronger than most people. Add to that a little combat training and it had made her a formidable opponent, regardless of how many victories or losses she had scored. But what had really been enhanced, not by the radiation but by experience, was her ability to react to situations beyond normal, and her ability to improvise - and sometimes plan ahead.

She saw the Girls-Nine rush towards her roof, and she darted away from them, towards the end of the building that led down the street. The enemies were coming from three directions, so she ran away from them. Nearing the edge, she jumped into the void - and caught herself on the electrical cable suspended above the street, grounded by her gloves and boots as she flipped on top of them, walking the highwire as her opponents followed.

Again, she jumped down, gliding along the metal frame of the pole down to the street below, where her cycle was waiting. She climbed on top of it, but it refused to start. She looked up and saw that the Girls-Nine were following the same route she had. No time to hotwire the vehicle. She jumped off and started running on foot.

The streets were mostly empty; Ricochet dashed with all her alacrity in the middle of the road; the Girls-Nine were all in hot pursuit, not too far from her. They were extremely fast, and Ricochet knew she had to keep up the pace or else they would catch up to her sooner than she wanted them to. Following her gut as much as her laid-out course, she diverted into an alleyway; it looked as if she was trying to lose them. But the Girls-Nine pressed on, a few of them entering the alleyway, some of them rounding the corner, possibly trying to outflank her. One against nine. No problem, she remembered telling Radio Wave earlier.

She sprinted without stopping around and over obstacles, trashcans, cardboard boxes, metallic fences, narrowly avoiding each in an effort to maintain her speed. As she cut into the next street and veered left, she saw that some of her pursuers had gained on her, not enough to catch her but enough to close the gap. It wasn't far now, but she still had to make it. These girls were fast and strong too, which probably meant they were boosted with some kind of drug; it made little sense for all of them to be meta-touched. It only meant that the challenge was at her level.

Rounding another corner, she finally saw the entrance to Gateway Park. It wasn't that Ricochet was running out of breath, but the heat from her enemies behind her was pratically onto her. They wouldn't stop, wouldn't let go. She wasn't sure they wouldn't die before stopping. It only made her play that much more important. She hazarded a quick look back. All nine of them she could clearly make them out despite their similar costumes and the lack of sunlight (street light was enough).

Gateway Park. The site of several battles with metavillains. Some glorious, some not. Proud victories, humilating defeats. It made sense to take the battle here, if only for the history, but there was another reason. Ricochet darted through the wooded areas, finally spotting her friend just outside of it, near one of the fountains, Radio Wave, the bright yellow in her costume visible against the dark backdrop of the park, despite the ambient lighting. Besides her stood Ms Avenger in her traditional full-body violet and pink suit, ready for a fight. Ricochet stopped at them and  turned around, finally ready to confront the charging enemies.

"What kept you?" Ms Avenger mused.
"Did you get it?" Ricochet asked, somewhat nervous.

Ms Avenger gave a quiet nod as the he Girls-Nine came into view, stepping out of the woods and slowing down, spreading themselves in a half-circle before the three heroines. Nine against three. Better odds, but not by much.

As the opponents stared each other down, the Girls-Nine heard movement in the trees behind them. Turning to look, they saw several female figures jumping down from the trees, stepping out of hiding and tossing away the cowls and drapes they had used to dissimulate themselves. The count was made again. Eight ladies, all clad in the traditional garment of the heroine.

Ms Avenger smiled, calling to them.

"My posse."

The Girls-Nine looked perplexed as the eight new heroines started to surround them.

Cowgirl. African-american, in a black two-piece leather costume, her black straight her tied in a net, a simple black eye mask.

Felina.  Pale-skinned with dark hair with purple highlights, thigh-high dark purplish boots, long sleeve gloves of matching color, in a one piece swimsuit like costume with open cleavage held by two straps, and a mask with pointed tips.

Shuriken. Asian with blonde wavy hair, a large eye mask going over her cheeks, in a camouflage strapless corset, gray and white, short pants of the same cloth, with grey elbow pad and gloves, and dark boots, a utility rack around her right leg, and holding her namesake in hand, ready to throw.

Sporty, petite caucasian, blonde short hair, in light blue laced sports boots and blue leather gloves, sporting a sports bra top and bottom with laces in the front for the top and on the sides for the botton, and a small eye mask with white ridges.

Hopegirl, taller caucasian long haired blonde, in knee high dark blue boots and gloves, bikini type bottom that ended just above her crotch, and a full sleeveless sweater-like garment from her belly button upwards, with exposed neckline. Her dark blue mask was wider and had little edges at the top.

Pinkette. Brown-skinned beauty with braided brown hair, all dressed in pink from the short boots to the fingerless gloves up to her middle forearms, her sports bottom and form-fitting bikini-like top which covered her entire cleavage, sporting a traditional eye mask.

Citrine. Of mixed brown and white complexion, with light brown hair, she wore a bright yellow suit made of knee-high boots, small gloves, a one-piece swimsuit like item which seemed split at the middle, exposing her midriff but connected at the back, and a revealing cleavage with a neck covering, and the eye mask completing the picture.

Bodyglove. Caucasian with a long blonde ponytail; her entire body was in a full suit of a dark latex-like substance, molding her full form; the only exposed part of her was her mouth and chin; separations for the boots (thigh-high) and gloves (below the elbow) stood out, as did some design on her sides and around her chest area, defining her roundish shape.

Ms Avenger was the first to say something.

"Girls... sic hem!"

End part 1

****************************************************************

EVE CITY TAKEDOWN, part 2

When the first heroines started to pop up out of the woodwork in Eve City, it created quite a frenzy in the population in general. Seeing Andromeda hovering over the city, fighting off enemies, saving the day, rescuing civilians, it spawned a heroine fervor which took the city by storm. Merchandising became common place in the streets, parades were organized, fan clubs emerged. It wasn't until about six months into their appearance that things - not all of them but a few - started to sour. But before that, there was almost a golden time for the city to revel in this discovery.

There were also, unfortunately, a lot of pretenders at that time. Feeling empowered by the sight of Andromeda hovering across the sky, several women took it upon themselves to follow her example. Most did it the right way, by turning their skills into productive assets for society, working for charity causes, making their investment count and generally improving the overall feel of the city. A few became more radical, banded together, formed civilian groups that patrolled the streets and watched for crime, confident in their savior.

There was a third group of women to emerge during that time, however, one that would ultimately cause some harm to the heroines they wanted to help. They called themselves heroines. The media called them wannabes. The metaheroines themselves called them pretenders, women going out into the night, with or without proper training or equipment and, instilled by the example of the heroines, attempting to right the wrongs of society. It didn't really work. Most got beat up, several got violated and raped, and it generally went downhill from there. The MTD stepped in and put a stop to such activities, making crime-fighting without sanction from the MTD a punishable offense. It deterred all but the most determined heroines.

KnightHawk was the first of these non-powered heroines to actually make a mark on Eve City without being swallowed by it. She had several advantages over the others : money from her alter ego Desiree Diamond, resources and an already extensive background in self-defense.  Before her, at least half a dozen women were found in alleyways, victims of molestations or worse. After her arrival, the scene changed, and KnightHawk had much to do with it. She took it upon herself to locate these vigilantes who attempted to operate under the radar and without power or support. She tested them, made sure they were ready for the mantle of the heroine. If they weren't, she would make them stop, and not always willingly. A goodbeat down from her was like a beatdown from a criminal, only without the dangerous consequences. It had worked.

Flechette had sprawled out of that effort, but as Olivia King, she also had power and influence over the city, KnightHawk rode Flechette hard in those first few weeks, but the two begrudginly became friends; eventually, they realized they knew each other in their daily lives as well.

People mistakenly believed that the city was protected by twelve or so heroines, but the truth was far more complex. Unbeknownst to most but the criminals who had been taken down, the MTD who attempted to keep track of them, and several heroines who had at some point worked alongside them, there now existed a loose network of non-powered heroines, some who operated on a daily basis but only in specific areas of town (like Ms Avenger) and others who only did part time duty, due to considerations about their lives outside of the mask. Most of them attempted to operate under the sights of the police and the media; a few others simply didn't care for the exposure and never stuck around for the cavalry. Some were retired as well (like Decoder), assisting in civilian guise or even completely uninvolved anymore in the entire process. A rare few were dead, unfortunately. There was no official memorial, but KnightHawk kept a plaque in her lair with the name of every heroine lost to the defense of the city : thankfully, it was a very short list. Most criminals had other plans for the heroines when it came right down to it.

Ms Avenger was one of those women tested by KnightHawk, and she had proven herself worthy of the mantle she bore. More than that, she had become KnightHawk's liaison to the other heroines in the network, not that KnighthHawk could not have found them should she need to, but giving Ms Avenger the task allowed the detective heroine to focus on other duties. Therefore, when Ms Avenger had made the call, anyone who was willing and able to don the suit had come to help.

The Girls-Nine, previously outnumbering the trio, were suddenly outnumbered in turn, and they knew practically nothing about these new heroines who kept out of the limelight, but they suspected each had her own story and reason for being here. But that would come later, as the entire score of heroines charged!

It was a chaotic combat at best, with so many ladies running about the woods, intent on hurting each other, a veritable melee that any onlooker would have been hard pressed to follow. These girls, villains and heroines, were all at the peak of excellence, and it made for a grueling contest. Ricochet's main tactic was to draw most of the girls towards herself and her regular allies (namely Radio Wave and Ms Avenger), while the vigilantes provided coverage for those on the outskirts of battle, and it generally worked. The Girls-Nine abilities were slightly overpowered for regular women, but by going up two against one, the street level vigilantes were able to hold their own.

Overlooking the scene, Prototype watched as the heroines started taking down the Girls-Nine, examining the various assaults of each unknown heroine. It was a fascinating study in the art of combat.

Cowgirl's style was agressive, reminiscent of kickboxing, all about delivering powerful blows to her enemies. Her style was direct and decisive, not acrobatic. The Girls-Nine recoiled under her punches if they didn't simply stagger. She could take a hit as well, making the blows glance against her guard with expertise. 

The cat-themed heroine Felina was all about grace and elegance, even in the fight; she expertly rolled around her enemies, delivering powerful kicks supported by her strong upper body, then flipping on herself for instant stands or rolling around on the ground to avoid hits. The Girls-Nine barely touched her in all the confrontation.

Shuriken's approach was similar to Ricochet's in that she started combat from a distance, throwing metallic shurikens at her enemies. Sometimes they simply hurt; other times, they exploded in a powdery black dust that blinded opponents. She could then rush in and take them while they were blinded or incapacitated.

Sporty was all over the place, an athlete, running from enemy to enemy, never sticking in one place for very long. While she had no supernatural speed, she was quick enough to get out of the way of most hits, and tough enough to handle the few that did connect; but it was her tactical attitude, getting at the right spot to support a friend, that really made her stand out as a fighter.

Hopegirl seemingly could not resist grandstanding, but she did it on purpose, drawing the enemy in by boasting her overconfidence, then sneakily going for unexpected low blows and vicious strikes. She coordinated well with others, drawing attention to herself while allies surprised the opponents focused on her.

The heroine Pinkette was a rush of frenzy and emotion, flailing wildly and with no rationale against any threat that came her way; completely unpredictable, she seemed to use her environment for best effect, tucking behind trees, bushes, picking up branches or dropped weapons. She had a great knack for improvisational combat.

Citrine's approach was extremely cautious : she drew the enemy inside her attack reach, then used various martial arts takedown maneuvers to neutralize them, going for the pin or choke instead of the hard strike. Whenever she seemed cornered, she would regroup with allies and reposition herself, taking no unnecessary chances.

Bodyglove, in her full body suit standing out from the rest, was all about brute strength. Not much taller or massive than the others, she was still able to knock people down with single strikes, her violent motions very accurately focused into efficient rage. She lacked no control over it, however, fully aware of the energy that drove her to this violence.

Of course, Radio Wave, Ricochet and Ms Avenger all held their own very well, Ricochet most of all; firing her ring hoops, bouncing them off tree trunks and other enemies, and recovering them constantly, she kept the Girls-Nine guessing, attacking with her own athleticism all the while. Radio Wave did the best she could, not being the strongest fighter, she was still able to manage keeping one enemy away from the rest. And Ms Avenger was reveling in the agression she could inflict on her enemies, fully focused on offense.

Prototype pondered the situation, then flew off towards the harbor.

"We've got them!" yelled Ms Avenger, as the Girls-Nine started falling under the heavy strain of hits and takedowns from the assembled heroines. It truly was an incredible battle, one of the toughest any of them had ever faced but, in the end, Ricochet tossed the last enemy onto the pile. They were defeated, knocked out or otherwise injured beyond their ability to fight, and, despite being incredibly tired and drained from the conflict, the heroines were no worse for wear, a cut here, a bruise there, a piece of costume torn, nothing that couldn't wait for later.

Ms Avenger moved towards her vigilante allies, smiling at them.

"Girls, you were amazing."

Hopegirl, assuming the victory pose in her two-piece dark blue suit, made herself the spokesperson for the others.

"It's rare we have a chance to work in concert like this. I'm just glad we pulled through."

They exchanged a strong handshake, and the vigilantes congratulated themselves. Ricochet called out to them.

"This is just the beginning, remember. The police are on their way to pick these ones up; they should get here in a few minutes."

Another vigilante, Cowgirl in her two-piece black leather suit, stepped forward.

"Who's next on the agenda?"

Ricochet turned to her partner, Radio Wave, for a quick briefing.

"We took out the Girls-Nine, so that's a lot of numbers. We have Arko Justinian in town, and we speculate he might be at the Frenzy Club. We'll need to hit there. There's also the leader of these girls, Girl-Zero, and possibly another calling herself Holly Heartless."
"I've met her," said Ms Avenger. "Do not fucking underestimate her. I did, and it landed me full of cum..."

Her graphic words had the impact she wanted to. Radio Wave hesitated before saying the next part, but Ricochet motioned her to continue.

"We think Prototype - the new black heroine, the one that's been seen with Andromeda lately - we think she turned bad."

There was shock among the crew. While they had never met her, they kept informed, and knew what a powerhouse she could be. She had proven it during the rescue of the boat, only a few days ago. Citrine, the yellow-suited mixed-race heroine, spoke up.

"This is terrible news. We can't take her, all of us."
"She's mine," Ricochet said. "I have a few tricks."
"But how do we know she turned?" insisted Citrine.
"A message from Ghost," replied Radio Wave. "She's part of some kind of ploy to take Andromeda down, and we think it worked."

Pinkette, still volatile even after the fight, prancing around in her two-piece candy pink sporting suit, wanted to get things going.

"So we need to save a lot of our girls, and catch the bad guys. Got it. How do we do it?"

Ms Avenger was about to speak when, suddenly, the sound of air whooshing around them completely cut out her words; a strange shadow fell over the park. The heroines looked up and saw a vehicle, hovering in the air above their heads, seemingly from out-of-nowhere, some kind of plane or air transport. It took the heroines a moment to gather their wits about them, but, as they did, they saw ropes, twelve or so, coming down from the vehicle towards the ground and then, like one man, several soldiers all clad in blue sliding down the ropes, weapons in hand.

"Blue soldiers!" yelled out Ricochet.

Instantly, the heroines were on the defensive, ready for round 2 against this unexpected enemy who had come prepared for a battle. As the first wave of soldiers hit the ground, all twelve of them, a second wave launched themselves from the vehicle to support their allies.

The numbers had switched... again!

End part 2

****************************************************************

EVE CITY TAKEDOWN, part 3

At the end of the day, all that mattered in Eve City, with all its crime and violence, is who remained standing. Today was not a good day to be a heroine in Eve City.

The Blue Soldiers, landing all around the gathered heroines who themselves were standing near their defeated prior opponent, the Girls-Nine, immediately assumed tactical formations and started firing their blasters into the fray. 

The first thing the heroines did was move out of the way of those blasts, seeking cover or shelter behind trees, jumping up into the branches, rolling on the floor of just dashing for safety. As more blue soldiers started rappeling down the ropes, the heroines knew they had only moments to react before being overwhelmed, and so they immediately went on the offensive.

Ricochet, being at the top of her game, was the first to fire back at the enemies with her signature weapons; the Blue soldiers, however, wore tough reinforced body suits with cowls and red goggles. The ring hoops hurt them, but they did not incapacitate. Shuriken also followed up with a volley of weapons; the black dust blinded one of the attackers as it settled on his goggles. The rest of the heroines, however, were not equipped for long range combat and had to close in on their enemies.

The first one to try an attack was Pinkette. After a quick roll to the floor, she jumped up and ran straight for the nearest opponent she could see. The Blue Soldier saw a pinkish female form race towards him, very visible against the dark backdrop of trees and night, and he shot repeatedly. The second blast hit Pinkette just as she was about to lunge at him. The charge ignited her nervous system and she sprawled to the floor before him, shaking from the neural effect. As he proceeded to secure her, positioning himself over her twitching form, his colleagues renewed their fire on the heroines.

Bodyglove charged with the same alacrity as her colleague had, but she had a distinct advantage : the charged blast that hit her suit as she neared close to her target dissipated on the fabric, giving her only mild side effects of dizziness. Before the Blue Soldier could fire again, she was on him, pummeling him to the ground, and grabbing his weapon, ready to fire back. However, two of the rappeling villains, still on the ropes but weapon in hand, saw her maneuver and simultaneously fired at her. Her special suit could only absorb so much of the energy, and she too collapsed from the neural shock, dropping the weapon she had just secured.

Sporty and Hopegirl had backed up on each other, and they started using that to their advantage, one drawing the fire while the other darted towards the Blue Soldier. Their first opponent never stood a chance, as perfectly coordinated as they were. He fired several times, missing each shot by a hair's breath, until they both toppled him down to the ground. But Hopegirl, ever the consumate heroine, tried to throw a quip at him, stopping for only a second. It was enough for another Blue soldier on the ground to single her out and fire. The dark blue heroine shook nervously and fell on top of the soldier she had just taken out. Sporty, not skipping a beat, grabbed the  blaster gun and fired back; the Blue soldier took the brunt of the shot and, while his suit resisted the major shock, it did faze him enough to prevent him from counter-attacking. As for Sporty, as she started running back for cover, she was cornered by two shots; the first one, she avoided, but it put in the way of the second, and her light blue form fell over as she ran, twitching. Blue Soldiers touching the ground moved to their position to prevent them from escaping.

Citrine was pinned against a tree, unable to move, unable to grab a weapon. Her usual defensive and safe stance was perfect for not being shot, but she had to break cover in order to act, and that meant risking getting shot. She had seen some of her compatriots get shot, and she knew a single blast was sufficient. Paralyzed by her inability to seize the opportunity as she saw none, she couldn't help herself, let alone her allies. Eventually, a clever Blue soldier, making his way through the trees, saw the bright yellow of her costume and silently took aim. She never stood a chance.

Felina was pure grace, as she rolled around the ground, the Blue Soldiers unable to hit her, let alone get a close hit. She pounced on the first one, knocking him down then flipping him above her head. She ran to a second one, her dark purple form cartwheeling with speed and finesse, her kicks disarming him and pushing him to the ground. Three Blue soldiers decided to change tactic, and they moved in on her, cornering her from three directions. She avoided the first two, but the space available for her graceful maneuvers came up short, and the last one managed to tackle her hard. She collapsed painfully to the ground, not as resilient as others to injury; they were on her in an instant, grabbing her and holding her tight, preventing her from escaping. From then, it was just a matter of tazing her, and it was done.

Shuriken had run out of projectiles. She had wasted several during the fight with the Girls-Nine, and now, she was out. She couldn't reclaim them like Ricochet did. Still, she had managed to neutralize two of the soldiers for a moment, until they removed the goggles to see better. The heroine in the gray camouflage suit could have used it to her advantage in the dark, but she had rushed to one of the soldiers she had blinded striking him, and used him as a body shield. It worked for a few blasts, as his allies did not seem to mind shooting at him. With her attention focused to the front, Shuriken failed to see the one behind her. He shot once, taking time to aim, and hit her right between the shoulder blades. Both she and her human shield fell down, quaking with neural shock.

Cowgirl had managed, really quickly at the earliest moment of the fray, to grab one of the enemy's guns, avoiding any shots aimed at her dark figure (black cloth on brown skin). From there, she had fired several shots at the rappeling enemies, managing to hit two of them, who were now suspended mid-air, stunned by the neural energy. After that, she had tried to regroup with others, but she realized most had already fallen, and panic set in. Not wishing to share their fate and possibly hoping to find some help, she tried to dart off the field but, as she did, she exposed herself to an attack, and an expert shot fired from one of the rappeling enemies (one that was still aware and awake) took her out.

Radio Wave had raced towards the nearby fountain and hid herself. Frantically, she searched the airwaves to send some signal for help. She caught the police band and contacted 911, telling them of the assault in the park. They were aware of it and already on their way, the woman's voice said, but somehow, the message felt strange. Rechecking frequencies, she realized that she was not tapped into the regular 911, that the signal she was using had been redirected. She heard laughter on the line.

"I'm sorry, Radio Wave," said Holly Heartless, "but your regular operator is busy. Please try your call again."

Radio Wave tried to switch back to the real frequency, which she could have done easily, had she not done been interrupted by a Blue soldier rounding the fountain and shooting. The neural shock disrupted her control over her power, not to mention sending her into spasms on the hard asphalt around the structure.

Ms Avenger had leapt into the trees and quickly dashed to take out a Blue soldier in fisticuffs. Punch after punch had landed the enemy to the floor. Not bothering to retrieve his weapon, she had started dashing wildly around, trying to get to the nearest opponent. She started seeing her friends falling, one after the other, and it drove her mad. Her fury escalated and she jumped on another Blue Soldier, tearing off his goggles, breaking his nose with her fist and pummeling his face in. Thus focused, she completely ignored every other threat, and her vulnerability cost her when a shot fired from the rappeling enemies hit her square on the back. Twitching from the jolt, she collapsed over the already unconscious enemy.

Ricochet was the last heroine left standing and despite everything else that was happening around her, she was kicking ass. While her ring hoops were not strong enough by themselves to take out the Blue soldiers, they kept them from focusing on her, and, had her friends fared better, she might have stemmed the tide of the combat in their favor. But, standing alone, still a dozen or so Blue soldiers around her, no longer firing, she was beaten, but she pressed on.

Suddenly, as one of her hoops was making its way around and coming back towards her, it was grabbed out ot thin air by Intercept, who had unexpectedly arrived on the scene.

"No... not him."

She had no energy for words. She had faced him before, in the Matarota house. Well, she had never truly faced him. He had held her down while she was being raped by the elderly couple who had a fancy for Cobalt Avenger.

The standing Blue Soldiers, weapons still at the ready, were retrieving the fallen heroines and lining them up as Ricochet stared down this opponent. How powerful was he? Able to catch her ring hoop. Able to grab the speeding Silverstreak. Able to seize the intangible Ghost. He had proved himself, and now, she had to face him in single combat, it seemed. Robot. Android. Who knew at this point?

Just as she was about to throw her other signature weapon in a desperate, he did something he had never done before. He spoke.

"Ricochet. Give up."

His voice was deep, from the throat, dark and full of echo.

"I can't... I can't give up, Intercept. It's not in my nature."

He seemed to look at her through his red and white mask, his chiseled form directly in front of her, his arms crossed against his exposed chest, the ring hoop still in his right hand.

"Yes it is. You have given up many times."

His voice was cold and clinical, yet Ricochet heard some kind of raw emotion behind it. She kept listening, hoping she might learn something to help her, or catch a break of some kind.

"When you came for the information, you gave up your freedom of choice in exchange for it. When you returned under disguise, you did the same thing to rescue a friend. Heroines always give up. It is known."

The Blue Soldiers seemed to agree with him and, for a moment, Ricochet wondered if Intercept was not right in his assessment. So many defeats, so many failures... and then, she thought of something else.

"You're wrong, Intercept. You're all wrong. We don't give up. We never gave up. You hurt us and we come back. You strip us and we come back. You humiliate us and we come back. You rape us and we come back...."

She had come to a strange, frightening, yet oddly cold and logical conclusion, and it seared her heart to think it, but she had to say it. She had to claim it for herself, for her fellow heroines, for all the darkness that had ever been inflicted on them.

"We'll always come back... unless you kill us."

Her words completely broke the mood the Blue Soldiers were in, giving them pause, if only for a moment. In a way, for many of these individuals, hired mercenaries from various army corps around the world, hunting heroines was relaxation as opposed to what they faced out there, elsewhere. Their traditional opponents did not hesitate to kill, but these heroines did. Their traditional opponents could not be made to be humiliated, but these girls could. Their traditional opponents could not provide them with pleasure, but these individuals, well... For many, this was not a war : it was a game. Ricochet's words had challenged this notion.

Intercept, however, was not fazed in the least by such few words.

"You are still wrong."

Ricochet said nothing. She threw the weapon at her enemy, then charged him with all of her speed and strength. Intercept waited, catching the ring hoop with his left hand as Ricochet's fist connected with his jaw, barely moving it. Ricochet screamed as the powerful punch almost broke her ffingers and wrist. Before she could collapse or retreat, a powerful headbutt from Intercept knocked her to the floor, stunning her for a second. It was all Intercept needed to finish her. With one kick to her gut, she lifted off the ground, and he swated her away with the back of his hand. She flew several metres away and sprawled across the floor, her body covered in bruises.

There was a quick cheer from the Blue Soldiers as they regained their composure witnessing Intercept's victory. But before they could act, the voice of the Mistress came over the radio.

"Situation?"

The lead Blue Soldier took the com.

"Contaned, although we may have an issue."
"Yes, Prototype told me about their numbers."
"You only wanted the three. What about the other eight?"
"Well, I see two options, corporal, but I don't think it's a one or the other type of situation."

The lead Blue soldier listened to the Mistress' plan and smiled.

***

Consciousness slowly returned to various vigilante heroines of Eve City. As it did, two realizations overcame the group. One, they had been defeated by the superior number of the Blue Soldiers. Two, they could not see a thing, something pulled over their heads, but it was cold and drafty, and the sound of air whooshing by was almost deafening. A third might have been that they were practically naked, all in the same position, on all fours, and held in place by restraints of some kind, binding their gloved hands and booted feet to some kind of metallic structure. The wind was fierce against their exposed skin. The ground also seemed slightly unstable, tilting them forward slightly then straightening up, like they were on a shifting inclined surface.

A voice came over an intercom, above all others sound, audible through some kind of speaker system, the voice of a woman, powerful and authoritarian.

"Eve City weeps for its protectors, but it should not. They were its weakness, and we have saved it from them."

Some of the bound heroines tried to struggle free, but the bonds were too tight. The chill in the air made them shiver, making their nipples erect; their insides, however, felt warm and tingly, and a few realized that their physical reaction should not have been this intense between their legs. The voice continued.

"As we reclaim the city stolen from us by the metaheroines and their allies, we greet this new day with contentment, and revel in our victory. Blue soldiers! You have earned this. Revel!"

As the final word was spoken, something happened to pull all of the cowls on the heads of the heroines off, and half of them shrieked when they realized where they were. Anchored by restraints to the edge of the open platform at the back of the aerial vehicle, they could see all the way down to the city underneath them, a few hundred metres below. While their bodies were secured, their heads were over the empty space, and it made for a dizzying sensation, especially when combined with the swaying motion of the air vehicle and the powerful gush from its wind motors, keeping it hovering. All nine of the non-powered vigilantes were there, separated from each other by less than half a metre : Ms Avenger, Hopegirl, Cowgirl, Felina, Sporty, Shuriken, Citrine, Bodyglove and Pinkette. Each retained only their mask for dignity, if one could call it that.

Some of them, dizzy from the height, looked back and what they saw did not inspire much more confidence. All the blue soldiers were there, the two squads that had rappeled down and those that had remained on board the vehicle, twenty-nine in all. More importantly, they were all very much naked except for their books, cowls and goggles. The Mistress' voice rang again over the speaker.

"Let those who performed the takedowns claim their reward first."

And they did, the nine soldiers that had fired the shots (or whatever method they had employed) incapacitating the heroines advancing on them. Unable to escape, both due to their bindings as well as to hovering so high above the city, even if they got free, they were trapped. Each soldier took his place behind a heroine, on their knees, staring at the drug-soaked and exposed pussies, eager to be taken. Screams of desperation and begging came from the trapped heroines, but the Blue soldiers ignored them. Fingers grazed pussies; heads bent to lick down the tender love holes. The stimulation of the Angel Dust did the trick, making the heroines writhe in agony and pleasure from the excitement. A few of the soldiers played with their captives for a moment, but the vast majority had waited long enough, and proceeded about their business in the expected fashion. Cries of passion, ecstasy and fear, pleading and shouts, tears and moans were almost all drowned out by the whooshing wind as the first batch of Blue Soldiers went about taking what they wanted, and not one of the soldiers would leave the plane without having secured his release into one of the victimized heroines; some of the first batch were even able to go for seconds.

Two hours later, spent, fucked until desperation, the vigilante heroines of Eve City were ruined, all of them.

The Mistress then gave the order to pack everything. They had not initially planned on capturing these vigilantes, but the Mistress was certain that her employer would find a use for them. In the meantime, she checked on her cargo, the storage container, where the precious more famous heroines of Eve City were all gathered, in stasis, ready for delivery.

The airship, after securing all the other heroines appropriately, sped off away from Eve City over the ocean.

****************************************************************

THE END???

